Quantification is the estimation of class proportions in a dataset. It is important in a wide range of fields, such as the proportion of positive reviews in sentiment analysis or the age and gender distribution of respondents in market research.
I. METHODS
Our two methods use different approaches to reduce the difference in class-conditional feature distribution between the training and test data before using Adjusted Count for quantification.
A. AC-IW AC-IW uses instance weights computed with Kernel Mean Matching [2] to give a higher weight to the instances in the training data that are closest in the feature space to the test data. The best quantification performance was obtained when the computed weights were used to select which training data points of each class to keep, and which to discard. With KMMut0.5, 50% of the training instances are retained and with KMMut0.7, 70% are retained.
B. AC-FR
AC-FR uses a marginalzed Stacked Denoising Autoencoder (mSDA) [3] to generate a new feature representation. The mSDA is trained using unlabelled data from both the training and test domains. The new feature representation disentangles information relating to class from information relating to domain [4] . Our hypothesis was that there would be less difference in class-conditional feature distribution between the features in the new representation that were carrying class information. The best quantification performance was obtained with the mSDA 02 0.5 method which uses 3 SDA layers and a noise value of 0.5.
AC-IW and AC-FR were evaluated against QuaNet [5] , for which its authors claim state of the art quantification performance. We adapted QuaNet to work on non-textual data in line with the authors' own comments. All three methods were also evaluated against their own Adjusted Count baselines.
To measure class-conditional dataset shift we used Proxy A-Distance (PAD) [6] between the test data and samples from the training data of the same class proportion. We term this class-balanced PAD (PADcb)
II. DATASETS A. UCI
Test sets from Adult, Bank Marketing and Credit Card Default [7] were all biased by only sampling instances where a selected binary feature had a value of 1.
Covertype, Letter Recognition, Casp and Online News Popularity datasets were biased using a method adapted from Gretton et al. [2] .
B. The Twitter Age-Friends (TAF) dataset
The Method52 1 tool was used to sample Twitter users, annotate them by gender and location and gather the accounts that they followed which were used as features. Year of birth was inferred from the last 4 digits of a user's username. Users were then split into two age classes.
Biased test sets from the TAF dataset were constructed by sampling instances of a single gender (male, female) or location (Europe, North America, Asia).
The training and validation sets were both 1600 instances and both class-balanced. In each iteration a test set of 500 1 Courtesy of CASM Consulting LLP Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the Owner/Author. instances was sampled to a given class proportion in the range [0.4, 0.96] and with class-conditional dataset shift. There were a total of 676 iterations across the 7 UCI datasets and 60 iterations on the TAF dataset.
III. RESULTS
A. All methods on UCI datasets At low levels of class-conditional dataset shift the QuaNet method gave a much lower MAE than its Adjusted Count baseline while at higher levels of class-conditional dataset shift this improvement disappeared and the AC-IW method substantially outperforms its baseline.
The baseline MAE for the QuaNet method was much larger than the baseline MAE for AC-IW. There is the possibility that at least some of the performance from the QuaNet method in these experiments is as a result of it compensating for a suboptimal classifier [2] .
The relative improvement from the AC-FR method was only very modest. 
B. AC-IW applied to the TAF dataset

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In real applications it is quite foreseeable that the classconditional dataset shift between the training and test data will exceed a PADcb of 0.5. In these circumstances the AC-IW quantification method outperforms both the baseline Adjusted Count and state-of-the-art QuaNet methods.
